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About Kati
Kati Lacker is an illustrator and designer who has
worked with The New York Times, The Wall Street
Journal, The Hollywood Reporter, and Bloomberg
Businessweek. She currently lives in Brooklyn, New
York and takes inspiration from the world around
her. Her work is consistent with her love for
lineart, colors, and patterns.

- Illustration Design
- Graphic Design 

- Love for color, line, and pattern





The
Theories

To analyze and understand Kati Lacker's work I chose these
four theories, Rhetoric of the Image by Roland Barthes,
Designing Design by Kenya Hara, Graphic Design Theory:
Readings From The Field written by Helen Armstrong, and
Course in General Linguistics by Ferdinand De Saussure.

WHICH ONES DID I CHOOSE?



St. Edwards
University
RHETORIC OF THE IMAGE

source: katilacker.com

This illustration is for Saint Edward's
university's fall 2019 magazine. The
Rhetoric of the Image breaks down a
French ad that is promoting Italian food
products. Roland Barthes breaks down
each message that the ad can convey.
Somethings to consider when looking at
this piece are the

-Coded iconic message
-Non coded iconic message
-Linguistic message
-Symbolic message
-Connotational & denotational message



In 
Bloom
DESIGNING DESIGN
This piece is entitled In Bloom and is a hand pulled on
Manila yellow French Paper. 16’ x 20’. This is a physical
object that you can purchase to hang on your walls in your
home. In Designing Design by Kenya Hara she explains that
technology is causing a lot of problems for people. That
Design should work against something having to be newer or
fresher all the time. That the basic essentials don't need to
be replaced.

Flowers are something commonly drawn and photographed
and one can say that drawing flowers isn't a new idea. But
just because something isn't new doesn't make it not worthy.
This piece 'In Bloom' is an explosion of flowers with clean
lines with each flower being very distinct. In Designing
Design Hara states that, "People have no time to leisurely
enjoy the actual benefits and treasures already available."

which proves that you don't need to be constantly fed new
content and new ideas. Technology has made people
accustomed to wanting something new and fresh everyday,
but you should take a step back to realize and appreciate
what you have and what is already there. source: katilacker.com



Mic
Budget 
COURSE IN GENERAL LINGUISTICS
& GRAPHIC DESIGN THEORY:

READINGS FROM THE FIELD 

This is one piece in a series of illustrations done for
Mic Budget. It's about millennials and how they can
prepare for their financial future. There are a ton of
signs and symbols within this detailed illustration. It
showcases a man looking at a list and steps that
form a dollar sign, which also turns into a building.

The color green is one sign that can be looked at
more carefully. The color green can often signify,
money, greed, luck, wealth, and even envy. In this
case the green is signifying money, which allows
people to full grasp that sign and symbol. There is
money filled throughout this illustration on the trees,
and on the floor.

source: katilacker.com



Thank you.


